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Hybrid Corn and the 
Economics of Innovation 

Geographic differences in the use of hybrid corn are 
explained by differences in the profitability of that use. 

The idea that a cross between plants 
that are genetically unlike can produce 
a plant of greater vigor and yield than 
either of the parental lines dates back 
to Darwin and earlier. Serious research 
on hybrid corn, however, did not begin 
until the first years of this century, and 
the first application of research results 
on a substantial commercial scale was 
not begun until the early 1930's. During 
the last 25 years, the change from open 
pollination to hybrid seeds has spread 
rapidly through the Corn Belt, and from 
the Corn Belt to the rest of the nation. 
The pattern of diffusion of hybrid 
corn, however, has been characterized 
by marked geographic differences. As 
shown in Fig. 1, some regions began 
to use hybrid corn much earlier than 
others, and some regions, once the 
shift began, made the transition much 
more rapidly than others. For example, 
Iowa farmers began planting hybrid 
corn earlier than did Alabama farmers, 
and Iowa farmers increased their acre-
age in hybrid corn from 10 to 90 per- 
cent more rapidly than did Alabama 
farmers. 

Although the explanation of area dif- 
ferences in the pattern of diffusion of 
hybrid corn constitutes the main con-
tribution of the study reported here ( I ) ,  
it is worth drawing attention first to the 
striking similarity in the general pattern 
of diffusion of hybrid seed in the vari- 
ous areas. Almost everywhere the de- 
velopn~ent followed an S-shaped growth 
curve. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the rate 
of change is slow at first, accelerating 
until it reaches its peak, at approxi-
mately the mid-point of development, 
and then slowing down again as the 
development approaches its final level 
( 2 ) . Interestingly enough, this pattern 
of development also applies to increases 
in the use of farm equipment-+om-
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bines, corn pickers, pickup balers, and 
field forage harvesters, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. Similar patterns occur in the 
use of new drugs by doctors and in the 
diffusion of other new items or ideas 
( 3 ) .  Thus, the data on hybrid corn 
and other technical changes in U.S. 
agriculture support the general finding 
that the pattern of technical change is 
S-shaped. 

Although the finding that technical 
change follows this pattern is not very 
surprising or new ( 4 ) , it is very useful. 
It allows us to summarize large bodies 
of data on the basis of three major 
characteristics (parameters) of a dif-
fusion pattern: the date of beginning 
(origin), relative speed (slope), and 
final Ievel (ceiling). The interesting 
question then is, given this general S- 
shape, what determines the differences 
among areas in the origin, slope, and 
ceiling? Why were some areas ahead of 
others in first using hybrid corn? Why 
did hybrid corn spread faster in some 
areas than in others? Why did some 
areas reach higher levels of equilibrium 
than others? 

Date of Availability 

Although the idea of breeding hybrid 
corn as we know it today goes back at 
least to 1918, to D. F. Jones and the 
double cross, the dates at which superior 
hybrids actually became available in 
different areas varied widely. Hybrid 
corn was not a once-and-for-all innova- 
tion that could be adopted everywhere. 
Rather, it was an invention of a new 
method of innovating, a method of de- 
veloping superior strains of corn for 
specific localities (5). The actual proc- 
ess of developing superior hybrids had 
to be carried out separately for each 

locality. It is important to  remember 
this fact before one blames, for ex-
ample, the southern farmers for being 
slow to plant hybrid corn. Although 
superior hybrids became available in 
the Corn Belt in the early 1930's, it was 
only in the middle of the 1940's that 
good hybrids began to appear in the 
South. Thus, the date for a given area 
on which commercial quantities of su-
perior hybrid seed were first produced 
is one of the major determinants of the 
development in that area. 

We can take the date on which an 
area began planting 10 percent of its 
corn acreage to hybrid corn as the date 
on which superior hybrids became avail- 
able to farmers in comnlercial quanti- 
ties. As shown in Fig. 3, different areas 
in the United States reached the 10-
percent level on different dates. For 
example, this level was reached in 1936 
in some parts of Iowa and in northern 
Illinois but was not reached until after 
1948 in some parts of Alabama and 
Georgia. The usefulness of the 10-
percent level as a measure of the com- 
mercial availability of hybrid corn seed 
is indicated by the very close cor-
respondence between this and an al-
ternative measure. From records of 
state yield tests and from other publica- 
tions it is possible to determine in what 
year hybrids first outyielded open-polli- 
nated varieties by a substantial margin 
in a given locality. The "lo-percent" 
definition used in this study has a .93 
Spearman rank correlation coefficient 
with the "technical" definition. 

Area differences in date of first plant- 
ing of hybrid corn can be explained in 
terms of differences in date of availa-
bility of hybrid corn seed. Area differ- 
ences in date of availability, in turn, can 
be explained, in part, in terms of some 
simple economic factors. Innovators 
among the seed producers first entered 
those areas where the expected profits 
from the commercial production of hy- 
brid corn seed were largest. They enter- 
ed the "good" areas ahead of the "poor" 
ones. It is no accident that, though the 
major innovation occurred in Connecti- 
cut, commercial development began in 
the heart of the Corn Belt where the 
potential market-farmers who buy and 
plant corn seed-was largest. The 
profits that seed producers can expect to 
make in a given region depend upon the 
size of the market for corn seed in that 
region and the cost of entry in that 
region. 

The author is affiliated with the National Bu-
reau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 
N.Y., and the University of Chicago. 
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Market Density and Cost of Entry 

The close correlation for an area be- 
tween the date of availability of hybrid 
corn seed and the market for corn seed 
may be seen by comparing Fig. 3 with 
two reasonable measures of the market. 
The first measure is the density of corn 
acreage in 1949, shown in Fig. 4; the 
second measure is the density of corn 

Percent 

pickers in use on farms, shown in Fig. 
5 (the second measure is the better in- 
dex of the "goodness" of a corn area 
and provides the best simple outline of 
the Corn Belt). This correlation is also 
demonstrated by plotting the date of 
entry of hybrid-seed producers into an 
area, as measured by the date on which 
farmers devoted 10 percent of their corn 
acreage to hybrid corn, against the 

Fig. I. Percentage of all corn acreage planted to hybrid seed. [Agriczlltural Stafistics] 

Thousands of machines 
1.1001 1 

Fig. 2. Machines in use on farms in the United States, 1940-59. Note the resemblance 
to Fig. 1. [U.S. Dept. Agr. Statist. BIIIZ.No.  233 (1959)J 

average market density of the area. As 
shown in Fig. 6 the lower the market 
density, the later the date of entry into 
a given area. The rank correlation is 
high (.7), and even higher (.9) if the 
Southeast is excluded from the compu- 
tations. The Southeast is a special case. 
It was entered later because of the rela- 
tive lateness of the research contribu- 
tions by the region's experiment stations 
and the obstacles put in the way of 
private seed companies in that area. 
Moreover, when one gets down to a 
certain low level it does not really pay 
to discriminate between areas on the 
basis of their relative market densities, 
and other variables become more sig-
nificant. 

Deviations in the correlation between 
the spread of hybrid corn and the dis- 
tribution of the market can be ex-
plained by the cost of entry factor. Cost 
of entry depends, among other things, 
on how different the area is from those 
already entered, and on whether experi- 
ment stations have already developed 
inbred lines and whole hybrids adapt- 
able to the area. Study of Figs. 3, 4, 
and 5 shows first that the spread was 
much faster latitudinally than it was 
longitudinally. The reason, in part, is 
that an important factor determining 
the range of adaptability of a particular 
hybrid is the length of the growing 
season. To a large extent this is a func- 
tion of latitude, and as one moves east 
or west the chances that the same hy- 
brid will be adaptable to new areas are 
much higher than they are if one moves 
north or south. Nevertheless, the move- 
ment north seems to have been faster 
than the movement south. This is partly 
because of the larger markets in the 
north but is also a reflection of the 
special contributions of the Minnesota 
and Wisconsin agricultural experiment 
stations. They entered hybrid corn re-
search very early in the game and con- 
tributed a great deal more than one 
would have expected from them just on 
the basis of the relative importance of 
corn in their states. Similarly, the con- 
tributions ,of Texas, Louisiana, and 
Florida stations came earlier and were 
relatively larger than those of the other 
stations in the South, which produced 
little of importance till the middle 
1940's. This would explain to some ex- 
tent why hybrid corn moved into the 
Southwest before it did into the South- 
east. Moreover, quite a few of the Corn 
Belt inbreds and hybrids proved adapt- 
able in the Southwest. It was more like 
the Corn Belt than was the Southeast, 
and it did not suffer to the same extent 
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Fig. 3 .  The spread of hybrid corn: Areas that planted 10 or more percent of their corn 

from insect and disease problems that 
corn-breeders in the Southeast had to 
deal with (6). 

Since cost factors in areas that are 
close together are likely to be similar, 
we may assume that entry into the 
neighborhood of an area makes entry 
into the area itself more likely, and 
thus we may use the earliest date of 
entry into any of the immediately 
neighboring areas as a proxy variable 
for the cost of entry into the given 
area. This variable and the measure of 
market density, taken together, explain 
to a large extent the variability in the 
dates on which hybrid corn was intro- 

duced in different parts of the country 
and support the statement that the in- 
novators were influenced by considera- 
tions of profit, entering those areas first 
where the expected profits from inno- 
vation were highest. 

Hates of Acceptance 

The rate at which farmers in a region 
accepted hybrids, once hybrid corn be- 
came available, also varied from area to 
area. As shown in Fig. 7, this rate was 
highest in Iowa and the surrounding 
area and lowest in some of the areas of 

acreage to hybrid seed in specified years. 

the Southeast and the Mississippi Delta 
states. The differences in the rates of 
acceptance are largely demand phe-
nomena, not a result of different supply 
conditions. After the first few years, in 
most of the places and most of the time: 
the supply of seed was not the limiting 
factor. The rate of acceptance is taken 
to be the relative speed of the diffusion 
process-that is, it is the slope coef- 
ficient of the S-shaped curve (7). The 
measure is such that a value of 1.00 
means that it takes 4 years for the acre- 
age devoted to hybrid corn to rise from 
12 to 88 percent, while a value of 0.5 
implies that it would take 8 years, or 

CORN PICKERS 1 
G, APRIL 1. 1950 

UNITED STATES TOTALUNITED STATES TOTAL 
447.387 1 001.50 FARMS 

IL ' IRT" l i?  OF i9UYiT.i" 9 ul. uo n5a.,9. -'i.ai'" e i  7% oiui,r 

Fig. 4 (left). The market for hybrid seed. Corn acreage in 1949. Fig. 5 (right). Corn pickers on farms, 1950. This is a better index 
than corn acreage of the "goodness" of an area with respect to corn growing and provides the best single outline of the Corn Belt. 
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twice as long, for this same rise to occur. 
'The rate at which farmers accept a 

new technique depends, among other 
things, on  the magnitude of the profit 
to be realized from the change-over. 
This hypothesis is based, first, on the 
general observation that the larger the 
stimulus the faster the reaction to  it, 
and, second, on the fact that in an un- 
certain environment it takes a shorter 
time to find out that there is a difference, 

Percent 

l t l l l l l t I t 
'36 '38 ' 40  '42 '44 

Date of entry 

if that difference is large ( 8 ) . Farmers 
doubted that this new hybrid corn was 
any good, and it took them some time 
to become convinced of its superiority. 
Individual farmers followed a develop-
ment pattern of their own in shifting 
from open-pollinated to hybrid seed in 
planting their corn acreage (see Fig. 8). 
Almost no farmer planted 100 percent 
of his corn acreage to hybrid seed 
the first time he tried it (9). 

Yield per Acre and Acres per Farm 

The rate at which farmers shifted to 
hybrid corn depends, among other 
things, upon the profitability of such a 
shift. This in turn depends upon the 
absolute superiority of hybrids in corn 
yield in bushels per acre, and on the 
average number of acres per farm plant- 
ed to corn. 

It is widely accepted that hybrids out- 

! t 1 1 ! I 
'46 '48 '50 

-Percentage of total corn acreage planted w~th hybr~dseed----Cuwulative percentage of farmers f8nttrying hybrtd seed .............Percentage of farmers planting 100%hybrld-.-.- Medkan percentage plonted to hybrids by farmers trying 
hybrids for the flrsr time 

Fig. 8. The acceptance of hybrid corn in Iowa. Each farmer 
planted only a small fraction of his corn acreage to hybrid seed 
on his first trial. Only very late in the spread process did the 
"first timers" become bolder. [B. Ryan, Rural Social. 13, 273 
(1948); Agricrdtrtral statistic^.] 

AVERAGE CORN YIELDS 

PER ACRE 

1940-49 


BUSHELS 


50 OR MORE 

40-90 

30-40 

20 OR LESS 

Fig. 9. The profitability of hybrid corn, as measured by average 
corn yields per acre, 1940-49. Since the superiority of hybrids 
was a constant percentage at different yield levels, differences in 
the ubsolrlte superiority of hybrids between areas are indicated 
by differences in the long-run levels of corn yields in the various 
areas. The period 1940-49 is neither strictly a pre- nor a post- 
hybrid period, but the differences in the levels of hybrid seed 
use in different areas during this period are unlikely to affect the 
relative ranking of the various regions with respect to their 
long-run corn-yield potentials. [From A. Grotewold, Regiortal 
Changes in Corn Production in the U.S. from 1909 to 1949 
(Chicago, 1955)J 
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Fig. 6.  Average market density by date of entry: Corn acres as 
a percentage of land in farms for crop-reporting districts reach- 
ing 10-percent use of hybrid seed corn in a specified year. 

Fig. 7. Estimated rate of acceptance of hybrid corn by farmers 
in different parts of the country. A value oE 1.00 means that it 
took 4 years for an area to increase its percentage of corn acres 
planted to hybrid seed from 12 to 88 percent. A value of 0.5 
implies that it took twice as long, 8 years, to accomplish the 
same change. 



yielded open-pollinated varieties by ap- 
proxiniately 15 to 20 percent and that 
this percentage superiority did not vary 
much between different areas (10) .  
Since similar percentage increases in 
yield imply different absolute increases 
in bushels per acre in areas where the 
previoi~s yields were different, a good 
measure o f  the absolute superiority of  
hybrids over open-pollinated varities is 
given by the long-run level of  corn 
yields in various areas. The distribution 
o f  corn yields in the United States, as 
shown in Fig. 9 ,  shows strikingly close 
correlation with the distribution o f  
rates o f  acceptance o f  hybrid corn, as 
shown in Fig. 7 ;  The higher the yield, 
the higher the rate o f  acceptance. 

Where the rate o f  acceptance fails to 
correlate with the yield per acre, the 
failure can be explained by taking into 
account the difference in the average 
number o f  acres o f  corn per farm 
(corn acreage per farm increasing as 
one moves from East to West) ,  since 
what is important is not only the profit- 
ability per acre but also the profitabili- 
t y  per farm. A large fraction of  the 
variability between areas in the rate o f  
acceptance of hybrid corn by farmers 
can be explained with the help o f  these 
two "profitability" variables ( 2 2 ) .  

Equilibrium Level 

In an analysis o f  the use o f  hybrid 
corn in this country, one must consider, 
finally, differences in the equilibrium 
level reached-that is, differences in the 
fraction o f  the acreage which is ulti- 
mately devoted to hybrid seed. As 
shown in Fig. 10, different levels were 
found in different areas o f  the country. 
By 1959, close to 100 percent o f  the 
corn acreage in most o f  the Corn Belt 
and in its northern and eastern fringes 
was planted to hybrid seed. Substantial- 
ly lower percentages were fount1 only 
in the western fringes o f  the Corn Belt 
and in the deep South. In the South, 
the level is still changing. moving to-
wards an equilibrium level o f  approxi- 
mately 70 to 80 percent o f  the corn 
acreage planted to hybrid seed. The 
western parts o f  Nebraska, Soutli Da- 
kota, and Kansas have already reached 
their equilibrium level o f  approximately 
30 to 60 percent. These are areas o f  
very low and very variable yields. where 
thc use o f  hybrid seed is unprofitable 
except on the better land or on land 
under irrigation. 

Differences in the equilibrium level 
are explained by differences in the civer-
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Fig. 10. Hybrid corn today (1959). Applroximate percentage o f  total corn acreage 
planted to hybrid seed. State Agricultural Statisticians' release and unpublished Agri- 
cultural Marketing Service data. 

age profit to be realized from the shift 
to hybrid seed. In an area o f  high 
average profit no farmer faces a loss 
from the shift. In areas o f  low average 
profit a substantial proportion o f  the 
farmers face the possibility o f  having 
no return or even o f  sustaining a loss on 
their investment. The ceiling, or the 
fraction o f  the corn acreage that will 
ultimately be planted to hybrid seed, is 
not unique or constant. It will change 
with the introduction o f  better hybrids, 
with improven~ents in the market for 
corn, and with large changes in corn 
acreage. Nevertheless, for almost all o f  
the areas except the very marginal ones, 
a constant ceiling fits the data well. 
Variation in these ceilings across the 
country can be explained in good part 
by the same two measures o f  profita- 
bility: the average absolute superiority 
o f  hybrids and the average number o f  
acres per farm planted to corn. 

Relation to Studies by  Sociologists 

It may prove useful to relate the re- 
sults o f  this study to earlier work by 
sociologists in this area ( 1 2 ) .  In previ- 
ous analysec o f  similar data it was main- 
ly individual behavior that was investi- 
gated--that is. Who  are the first and 
who are the last to adopt hybrid corn? 
-and an attempt was made to explain 

such behavior on the basis o f  differ- 
ences in personality, education, eco-
nomic status, and social environment. 
An attempt to use some o f  these vari- 
ables ( f o r  example, level-of-living in- 
dexes) in explaining difference~ be- 
tween states in the rate o f  acceptance 
o f  hybrid corn proved unsuccessful in 
this study. 

It is my  belief that in the long run. 
and when the country is taken as a 
whole, many o f  these variables either 
do not vary enough to be significant or 
tend to cancel themselves out. leaving 
the econon~ic variables as the major 
determinants o f  the patterns o f  techno- 
logical changes. This does not imply 
that the "sociological" variables are not 
important i f  one wants to know which 
individzral will be first or last to adopt a 
particular technique, only that these fac- 
tors do not vary much from area to 
area. Moreover, the distinction between 
"econon~ic" and "sociological" variables 
is partly semantic, and a very difficult 
one to make in practice. Some o f  the 
variables used in this study-for ex-
ample, yield o f  corn and corn acres per 
farm--are closely correlated with such 
variables as education, level-of-living, 
and socioeconomic status. It is very dif- 
ficult to discriminate between the va-
lidity o f  the assertion that hybrids were 
accepted slowly because if was a "poor 
corn area*' and the assertion thai: the 



slow acceptance was due to "poor 
people." Poor people and poor corn 
are very closely correlated in the United 
States. Nevertheless, one may find a 
few areas where this is not so. Obvious- 
ly, the slow acceptance of hybrids on 
the western fringes o f  the Corn Belt-in 
western Kansas, Nebraska, South Da- 
kota, and North Dakota-does not re- 
flect low economic status o f  the people 
but is the result of "economic factors" 
which make this a poor corn area. 

S~~mmaryand an Implication 

This study has increased our under-
standing o f  a body o f  data. What were 
originally puzzling and seemingly pe-
culiar patterns in the data have been 
explained. The use of  hybrid seed in an 
area depends, in part, upon the date at 
which superior hybrids become avail-
able. This date, in turn, depends upon 
the activities o f  seed producers guided 
by their expectations o f  profits, and up- 
on the contributions o f  the various ex- 
perimental stations. Thus, the South 
was late in getting hybrids because the 
market for seed was substantially poorer 
there than in other areas and because 
southern experiment stations produced 
few hybrids o f  importance until the 
middle 1940's. The use o f  hybrid seed 
in an area also depends upon the rate at 
which hybrids are accepted by farm-
ers. This rate, in turn, depends upon 
the profit farmers expect to realize 
from the shift to hybrids. Thus, farmers 
in the Corn Belt accepted hybrids at a 
faster rate than farmers in the South 
because the absolute magnitude o f  profit 
was higher in the Corn Belt than in the 
South. Similarly, the fraction o f  acreage 
ultimately planted to hybrid seed de-
pends upon expectations o f  profits to be 
realized from the change and the dis- 
tribution o f  these expectations around 
their mean. 

When uncertainty and the fact that 
the spread of knowledge is not instan- 
taneous are taken into account, it ap- 
pears that American seed producers and 
American farmers have behaved, on the 
whole. in a fashion consistent with the 

idea o f  profit maximization. Where the 
evidence appears to indicate the con-
trary, I predict that a closer examination 
o f  the relevant economic variables will 
show that the change was not as profit- 
able as it appeared to be (13) .  

This study of hybrid corn has at 
least one interesting implication. Hybrid 
corn was an innovation which was more 
profitable in the "good" areas than in the 
"poor" areas. This, probably, is also a 
characteristic of  many other innova-
tions. Obviously, tractors contribute 
more on large than on small farms, and 
so forth. Hence, there may a tendency 
for technological change to accentuate 
regional disparities in levels o f  income 
and rates o f  growth. Moreover, this 
tendency is reinforced by the economics 
o f  the innovation process, which results 
in the new techniques being supplied to 
the "good" areas before they are sup-
plied to the "poorer" areas, and also in 
the more rapid acceptance o f  these 
techniques in the "good" areas. A lag  
o f  this sort can by itself cause long-run 
regional differences in levels o f  income. 
he kinds o f  inventions we get, and the 

process by which they are distributed, 
may lead to aggravation o f  the already 
serious problem o f  regional differentials 
in levels o f  income and growth. 
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with the increases in yield. 

11. Similar tesults were obtained from unpub-
lished Agricultural Marketing Service data 
on the actual difference in the yield of hybrid 
and of open-pollinated varieties as a measure 
of the superiority of hybrids. Both the fit 
and the coefficients were very similar. 

12. 	See, for example, B. Ryan and N. Gross, 
"Acceptance and Diffusion of Hybrid Corn 
Seed in Two Iowa Communities," Iowa Agri. 
Expt. Stn. Research Bull. N o .  372 (Jan. 
19501, and "How Farm People Accept New 
Ideas," Iowa State Coll. Spec. Rept.  N o .  15 
(Nov. 1955). 

13. That these 	findings are not restricted to hy-
brid corn has been confirmed by a recent 
study of the spread of a series of industrial 
innovations (diesel locomotives, continuous 
mining machines, and so on) within partic-
ular industries. I t  was found there that (i) 
the logistic growth curve summarized the 
data well, and (ii) most of the variability in 
the rate of acceptance of different innova-
tions can be explained on the basis of the 
relative profit to be realized from the in-
novation and the size of the required initial 
investment. See E. Mansfield, "Technnlogical 
change and the rate of imitation," a paper 
that was read at the 1959 winter meetings 
of the Econometric Society in Washington, 
D.C. 
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